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Quick, easy emotional detoxes for whatever life throws at you!Feeling uninspired on a (every?)
Monday morning? Cleanse it. Fuming after an argument...two days later? Cleanse it. Exhausted
by drama at the office? Cleanse it.Author Sherianna Boyle’s simple cleanse system will help you
process difficult and overwhelming emotions, no matter what they may be. Emotional Detox Now
gives you the tools to take on whatever life throws your way. Covering over 135 different
emotions and situations, from decision making and disappointment to homesickness and
heartbreak, the book includes a cleanse for every situation and scenario.It takes only a few
minutes to move through the cleanse process, but you will find that the practice transforms your
attitude. By checking in with your body and allowing your emotions to fully manifest instead of
brushing them aside, you will be able to process what you are feeling and step back into your life
refreshed and empowered to confront whatever challenge you may be facing.

"There truly is a CLEANSE for any issue, including anxiety, self-doubt and trauma healing, no
matter what the root cause! I especially love that these techniques are holistic, incorporating
mind, body and soul. This is a book you can refer to and benefit from for the rest of your life." –
Katie Beecher, MS, LPC, Medical Intuitive, author of Heal from Within: A Guidebook to Intuitive
Wellness"This book will make you want to rise up, stand up, and start believing in yourself and
each other. It is a reset for the soul." - Andrea Owen, Author of Make Some Noise: Speak Your
Mind and Own Your Strength"Emotional Detox Now from Sherianna Boyle is a book for our
times. So many are waking up and realizing that talking about emotional pain often isn’t enough
to actually change it. With our current climate of constant uncertainty and perpetual change,
stress levels are at an all-time high, with disastrous consequences. It is imperative to be able to
actually clear emotional stress and energy on a regular basis to have us feeling our best selves.
Enter Sherianna’s CLEANSE method for hearing, processing, and getting real relief from
emotional baggage, presented here in a way that is easy to understand and implement right
away! This method is sure to become an essential tool in your toolbox for health and wellbeing.
I'm thrilled this material is being made widely available for practical emotional healing for
all."―Kris Ferraro, healer, coach, and Ebook Tops bestselling author of Energy Healing and
Manifesting--This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorSherianna Boyle is the
author of several books, including Emotional Detox Now: 135 Self-Care Practices to Renew Your
Mind, Heart & Spirit. She is an adjunct Psychology professor, host of the Emotional Detox Now
Podcast, founder of the Cleanse Method®, Emotional Detox Coaching®, and Cleanse Yoga®
Sherianna has appeared in over eighty-five articles and has been a featured presenter at Kripalu
Center Yoga & Health, 1440 Multiversity, and PESI. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.
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Begin ReadingTable of ContentsAbout the AuthorCopyright PageThank you for buying thisSt.
Martin’s Press ebook.To receive special offers, bonus content,and info on new releases and
other great reads,sign up for our newsletters.Or visit us online atFor email updates on the author,
click .The author and publisher have provided this e-book to you for your personal use only. You
may not make this e-book publicly available in any way. Copyright infringement is against the law.
If you believe the copy of this e-book you are reading infringes on the author’s copyright, please
notify the publisher at: .This book is dedicated to you and your beautiful emotions.Your emotions
matter, processing them matters even more.Author’s NoteDear Reader,Joy, anger, sadness,
fear, love, disliking, and liking … Until now you may have learned about emotions from their
labels, expressing them through physical and spoken language. I assure you they are much
more than that. Your emotions, when processed, are a form of consciousness, a vibrational
recording if you will, of not only who you are and the experiences you have had, but who you are
capable of becoming. When emotions are allowed to exist and are not suppressed or redirected,
they tell a story—sometimes of trauma and pain but also of reconciliation, healing, love,
strength, victory, hope, and more. By moving through the process in this book you will take back
your right to be the creator of your story.Welcome to the CLEANSE life!With love,SheriannaAll
healing happens in the now.Introduction: All About Emotional Detoxes“It’s been so crazy around
here we forgot to order the pizza, so Sheri, if you don’t mind, we’d like you to shorten your talk so
we can feed everyone first.”“No problem,” I said even though I wasn’t sure I meant it.It was early
evening and I was at a community school event hosting a workshop on ways to manage stress.
Now, with only fifty minutes on the clock and a group of attendees eagerly awaiting my insights, I
cut to the chase. “Okay, everyone, we can talk about what is stressing you out and identify all the
challenges. I can even give you some quick relief tips and explain the theory behind them. Or we
can use this time to CLEANSE. It is up to you—what do you think?”Nobody in the room had read
any of my books and not one of the participants had a clue what I was talking about, but they all
chose to CLEANSE.And we did.Thirty minutes later, I received so many wonderful comments: I
haven’t been this relaxed in a long time … When I walked in I had so much on my mind and now
I feel like I can handle things … I feel a new emotional connection to my wife … I came here to
learn tips to help my daughter with anxiety and now I realize cleansing was exactly what I
needed …We had a little time left, so I inquired if anyone still wanted to discuss their problems or
what was stressing them out. Nobody took me up on it. Instead they asked to continue to
acknowledge and sit with the peacefulness that now dwelled within them.Afterward, I was asked
the same question many, many times: How do I CLEANSE on my own? That’s when I decided to
write this book.What Do I Mean by CLEANSE?A CLEANSE is an Emotional Detox, a seven-step
practice I created using the acronym C-L-E-A-N-S-E. It stands for:1. Clear reactivity and neural
pathways as you redirect energy by connecting to your body and toning your vagus nerve.2.
Look inward to develop self-awareness and witness your emotions. “I feel…”3. Emit, digest, and
physically release emotional energy by engaging with the present by humming.4. Activate joy
(which goes deeper than happiness) via visualization. See it!5. Nourish, cultivate, and respond



with new skills. Embody and experience activated joy.6. Surrender and let healing flow. “I
allow…”7. Ease and trust as you show up for love and life, affirming “I am…”Just like a physical
detox (think: juice fast or cutting out caffeine and carbs) might alleviate toxicity in your organs,
physiological imbalance, or inflammation, an Emotional Detox does the same for your mind. If
this seems strange, I totally get it. Most of us are accustomed to thinking of a detox as a method
to rinse away the chemicals and impurities we may have absorbed, swallowed, or inhaled. An
Emotional Detox is similar, but instead of removing those toxins, you release toxic reactions that
prevent you from fully processing your emotions. You won’t be purging your emotions per se, but
rather the toxic ways you have learned to suppress and repress them. This is because your
reactions are preventing emotions from doing what they evolved to do: help you heal, learn,
connect to your joyful best self, and grow!I created the CLEANSE method® of processing,
digesting, and releasing negative emotions when I was going through a tough time in my family
life. It worked so well for me that I began to share how I CLEANSE with other people through my
books and workshops, on podcasts, and in private practice, and it caught on! Cleansing is
based on my belief that all emotions are good as long as we process them. In other words, when
you CLEANSE, you won’t be getting rid of your emotions, you won’t be told to “let go,” but
instead you will learn to see how you react.Remember, it is our reactions, not the emotions
themselves, that lead to tension, conflict, worry, anxiety, and pain. So many of our reactions are
rooted in the past—conscious and unconscious memories of emotions that were never fully
processed. Before you start sorting through your memories wondering which emotion belongs to
which event, know that your reactive patterns aren’t just about what may or may not have
happened to you, but what you were exposed to, witnessed, or felt. In other words, as emotional
beings, we do not just experience our own feelings—we have the capacity to sense
unprocessed emotions in others as well. I’m talking about things like anger, anxiety, or fear. The
tension you feel around a certain person could be a stuck emotion you need to process or
something arising in them. Labeling and blaming doesn’t get you anywhere, but cleansing does.
Without it, emotions—like a physical illness or even an unhealthy diet—can leave you sluggish,
fatigued, drained, unmotivated, and overextended.I know this from firsthand experience. I’m the
kind of person who wakes up in the morning with a chattering, hyperactive monkey mind. My
thoughts come so quickly I’m not sure what to focus on first. Sometimes I’m exhausted before
I’ve even gotten out of bed. So rather than check emails, reach for my calendar, or scroll through
my social media, I always start my day with a CLEANSE. The moment I begin the first step—
Clear—I redirect myself to my body. The thoughts keep rolling, but instead of following their
narratives I move to step two—“Having these thoughts first thing in the morning makes me
feel…” I breath deliberately, inhaling and exhaling through my nose. Once I move through all
seven steps, the chatter ceases or at least grows quieter, allowing me to focus (without much
effort) on one task at a time. What I have learned through years of this practice is many of my
unprocessed emotions show up first thing in the morning, ready to be cleared for the day. To
keep it accessible, I included a sample of this morning CLEANSE, at the end under



“Bonus.”Once you try CLEANSE for yourself you will realize it works. You will see everything in a
new light because as you move through and beyond clearing congested, stagnant energy
caused by suppression of emotions you will open doors to a new way of having relationships
and experiences. You will also see that even if the situation I describe does not apply to you in
the moment, you may be drawn to it because at one point in your life or in your genetic line it
applied to someone or something. In other words, let go of trying to match yourself with each
CLEANSE and just allow yourself to go through the motions. Trust, as you CLEANSE, you will
stop judging what is happening to you or blaming yourself and the people around you for your
“bad” feelings. Instead, you will embrace every moment as an opportunity to develop skills,
wisdom, and insight while gaining clarity, peace, and higher knowing. Right now …To make this
as simple and as easy as possible, and so you will really CLEANSE and not just think about
doing it, I’ve written this book in an accessible and prescriptive way. If you want to learn more
about the science and psychology of the CLEANSE method you can find tons of information in
my other books (especially Emotional Detox) and on my website, but this book is a tool you can
use when you are confronted with a specific problem and need a CLEANSE to work through it,
often right away! In other words, clear reactivity now and analyze it later with clarity and
grounding. Some of you may also want to work your way through this book one CLEANSE at a
time and take a proactive approach to your personal development. Pick the way that is best for
you using the 135 CLEANSEs here, which I have grouped into six categories:1. Self & Everyday
Life2. Love & Relationships3. Family & Home Life4. Work & Community5. Health & Well-being6.
Crisis & TragedyI recognized there is a vast difference between the power of the emotions that
surface when dealing with something like the behavior of an annoying coworker and those that
overwhelm us when we are blindsided by grief, but those little reactions add up and develop into
big ones over time. It might not seem as important to process the emotions around our everyday
experiences, but truly it is. If you CLEANSE the smaller stuff as it comes up you will be more
resilient and better able to handle the big stuff when it arises.Each CLEANSE presents the
process in manageable pieces, using situations and examples most of us can relate to that are
designed to reveal unprocessed, stuck, or even festering emotions. The Emotional Detox
mindset is the foundation for this practice and the CLEANSE steps are the tools. Remember:
Emotions do not disempower you; ignoring them, stuffing them down, or holding them back
does. Think of emotions as the symptoms and the CLEANSE as the medicine.Cleansing
101STEP ONE: CLEAR REACTIVITYWhen we Clear, we open the pathway for emotions to flow.
This launches the detox by letting your body know you are choosing to feel and heal both
physically and emotionally. The purpose of step one is to eliminate as much embodied and deep-
rooted emotional reactivity as possible so that you can access the actual emotions. Emotional
reactivity can be most recognized by the fight, fright, fix, or freeze response. It is the feeling
inside your body that makes you want to do, change, or escape from something. Emotional
reactivity often manifests from unresolved emotions and misunderstandings from childhood. In
other words, as a child you might have felt like you did something wrong and dealt with the



feeling by becoming defensive (fight), staying away from the person who was upset (fright),
trying to make the situation better (fix), or disassociate from the moment (freeze) as a way to
control the fear and pain.Think of Clear like updating your computer software so that all your
internal programs reflect the beliefs, thoughts, feelings you are looking to create today, ones
such as happiness, love, compassion, healing, and more. I find this step to be both loving and
reassuring. You are letting your nervous system know you are choosing to process (rather than
revisit an old experience of) a feeling. Without this step, you could stir up old memories. Reliving
the triggering ones may cause you to resort to deep-seated and unsuccessful ways of avoiding
or wrestling with old emotions, or worse, you might retraumatize yourself. Step one tells your
body, “I hear you … I validate you … I reassure you my intention is to process (rather than
repeat) what is causing discomfort or pain.”The technique I find best for accessing and
eliminating reactivity involves the vagus nerve. It is the longest nerve of the human body’s
automatic nervous system, beginning at the brain stem, branching through the heart, lungs,
abdomen, and ending at the colon—all places where unprocessed emotions are stored and can
manifest as physical conditions. You’ve likely felt this when your heart raced in fear; you were so
upset you could not catch your breath; or an upsetting experience made you nauseous or
affected your digestion. As you will see in the CLEANSEs, I recommend different techniques for
different issues.You can begin to access and tone your vagus nerve by:1. Pressing acupressure
points2. Stretching3. Breath work4. MudrasPRESSING ACUPRESSURE POINTSThink of these
points as your reset buttons—not stopping or canceling emotions but redirecting them.Take the
two peace-sign fingers of your dominant hand and press about an inch above your navel. Shift
the pressure slightly to the right and then slightly to the left. These are your three acupressure
points.Then, using two fingers of your nondominant hand, touch the lowest point of the crown of
your head while pressing the center, right, and, left points near your navel with the dominant
hand.Move the fingers of your nondominant hand to the middle of the crown as you continue to
press the points on your abdomen.Move your nondominant hand upward and closer to your
forehead while continuing to press the points near your navel.As you will see, this is not the only
way to tone your vagus nerve—many CLEANSEs give you alternative options—but it is the
easiest and most accessible one. When I tone my vagus nerve in the morning I tend to do the
three presses along with a neck stretch. I practice the other variations you will see in this book at
other times during the day. Remember: The point is to have options when it comes to step
one.STRETCHINGStretching your neck and spine stimulates the vagus nerve.I recommend
standing or even sitting tall, with your feet hip-width apart.Tilt your right ear toward your right
shoulder, which will naturally unclench your jaw.Repeat on the left side and as you do remember
to breathe fully—inhale and exhale.BREATH WORKThe average person takes between ten and
twenty breaths per minute. Toning the vagus nerve will slow down your breathing, but most of us
need to learn how to do this. If you have a mind-body practice you like such as yoga, tai chi, or
breath-focused meditation you can use that to reset your vagus nerve. Otherwise, try this simple
method called ratio breathing:Inhale for two counts … one, two … as you soften and inflate your



belly (not your chest).Exhale … one, two … and sense how your navel moves toward your
spine.Repeat!As you grow comfortable with the practice add to the count … four breaths, maybe
six.MUDRASMudras are ancient hand positions, which when held and paired with your breath
assist the movement of energy throughout your entire body. You might be familiar with images of
yogis holding up both hands, forefingers touching thumbs, in an “okay” sign—that’s a mudra. So
is putting your hands together in prayer position. Mudras are simple and easy to use. A few of
them show up in the CLEANSEs that follow.STEP TWO: LOOK INWARDWhen we look inward,
we witness our emotions with an “I feel” statement, which we support with the breath. This
loosens the emotions you are storing so they can be more easily cleared in step three. Looking
inward begins “How I feel in my body right now is…” The goal here is to raise the question and
just observe the response versus finishing or answering the statement. Each stem sentence is
intended to be stated out loud and then followed by one inhale and one exhale. And then you
finish the sentence as you intentionally inhale and exhale, usually through your nose. As will see,
each specific CLEANSE recommends different variations of the “I feel” statement.I encourage
you to frame your step-two statements in the present tense, even if the things you are cleansing
happened in the past. This is because all healing begins in the now. Do not worry about figuring
out how to go about this because, as you will see, I have done the groundwork for you. Your job
is simply to be open to the process. You may find it interesting, like I do, how much we have been
trained to answer (or think about how we will answer) things verbally by giving feelings a label.
Learning how to ask yourself how you feel and replying with your breath instead of definitions or
explanations takes feeling to a radical and exciting new level.This is so important it bears
repeating: When it comes to the looking-inward statement, do not answer the question, allow
your breath (both the inhale and exhale) to respond. If thoughts arise, that’s fine, know they are
coming up because emotions are being processed. Stay with your breath and allow it to tell the
story. Soon you may find, like so many of my clients, how much your thoughts about your
emotions and the natural tendency to talk about or justify them may be getting in the way of
processing them. Unprocessed emotions can lead to inner turmoil, angst, distractibility, and
forgetfulness, while processed emotions do the opposite, becoming the source for calm,
stability, clarity, focus, good judgment, and strength.STEP THREE: EMITNow comes the magic!
When we emit, we produce a sound. Many healing and spiritual modalities use this technique—
from the yogi’s “om” to the psychotherapist’s primal scream. I like to work with an exhaled hum.
The physical vibration from the hum has an overall cleansing and soothing effect, teaching our
body how to regulate emotions and transform them.Some tips for accessing the power of your
hum:Sit or stand up tall with your feet hip-width apart. If you are hunched over, lopsided, or tilted,
your diaphragm might be compressed, impacting the quality of your hum.Do not cross your legs
or arms. This helps provide grounding for your body and allows energy to flow.Try your best to
extend your hum for as long as you can. To do this, you will want to inhale through your nose first
and then on exhale produce a nice long hum (three to five counts) navel pressing toward your
spine.It is best to hum aloud. You do not have to belt it out, but your hum should be audible (at



least to you). In fact, sometimes louder humming can be less effective. You want your hum to run
deep into the core of your body, so that you can feel the vibration deep within your inner organs.
Allowing your hum to be long and drawn out will support the process. Exhale fully.Between
hums, take a deep breath to inflate your lungs, making sure to inhale naturally, not forcing it.
Forced inhales can sometimes make you dizzy, so if this occurs you might want to slow down a
bit.In almost every CLEANSE, you will do three hums. There are a few occasions when I will
suggest more, so be sure to read each step thoroughly to get the most out of your
CLEANSE.STEP FOUR: ACTIVATE JOYTo activate joy (which I define as a state of
expansiveness) you visualize an image of the qualities you wish to cultivate—usually the
opposite of the feeling that led you to the CLEANSE in the first place. If you are irritable you
would visualize patience; if you are feeling undeserving you would visualize receiving
appreciation—whatever it is you wish to increase or cultivate in your life. If you are having a day
where you cannot seem to visualize, no worries, I have offered lots of suggestions in each
CLEANSE so that you can continue to move through and not get stuck. Know it is okay to not
always feel connected to your CLEANSE—it is the intention that counts. Think of my guidance
as the two of us doing the practice together as I coach you and suggest images. Trust the
process and see it!To activate joy:1. Redirect your attention from the vibration of your hum to the
feeling you want to instill within yourself. Do this by visualizing it in your mind’s eye—imagine
what the feeling would look and be like. For example, what would calm look like? Where would
you be? What would you see? Smell? Hear?2. In some spiritual practices, the mind’s eye is
called the third eye—said to be located in the space between your eyebrows. It is believed to
connect to and affect your pineal gland, which is located deep within the center of the brain. The
pineal gland influences hormonal function, especially the production of melatonin, which
modulates sleep, and along with your hypothalamus, helps regulate emotions.3. As we visualize,
we begin to open our heart center in the middle of the chest (where the heart chakra is in yoga).
This cleanses the atmosphere both within and outside of us, allowing joy to pervade and
prevail.When it comes to activating joy there are no fixed rules. I provide you with guidance in
each CLEANSE, but if another visualization arises, let that happen. You’re receiving valuable
insight, so go with what feels right for you. I will support you along the way. Whatever image
shows up is exactly what you need, no matter how silly or arbitrary it may seem. It is important to
not judge but, rather, to experience.STEP FIVE: NOURISHWhen we nourish, cultivate, and
respond we feel what we see. This can be through our sense of smell (the salt air at the beach),
hearing (birds chirping), or sensation (a light breeze on your face). Think of steps four and five as
a pair. In step four, you visualize what you are creating, and then in step five, you allow yourself
to experience it in your body as if it were happening. The amazing thing is, when you do this,
your body responds as if it really were!When you nourish, you further detox emotions by
assimilating the joy we activated (via your visualization) into your physical, emotional, and even
spiritual bodies. It is a way of refilling a depleted energy bank. As you do, you become more
relaxed, centered, and equanimous. You embody what you’ve visualized.To nourish:1. Allow



yourself to experience your visualizations through feeling.2. Observe, appreciate, and permit
inner movement to take place in your body.3. Notice how your breathing elongates or deepens
with the process and how relaxation increases. This is a state from which you will learn how to
communicate and connect.4. Pause for a moment and observe your body. Notice your inhale
and exhale. Notice your sense of connection to others and the world around you.STEP SIX:
SURRENDERSurrendering not only frees us from the need to control our emotions, it is an
affirmation that we are choosing to allow these visualizations and feelings (sensations) to
become part of our experience as physical beings. It is no different from saying, “I allow myself to
have more of this.” Your choice is an act of free will coming from a state of processing your
emotions, and this is what makes the Surrender step so powerful. Allowing something from a low
vibration (like fear or anger) is one thing, however; allowing it from a higher vibration (like love or
joy) is a whole different level of experience. The first five steps got you here and your vibrations
(sensations) are much higher than before you began your CLEANSE.When we surrender we
make an “allow” statement. This can be done in one of two ways:1. State the feeling or state of
being you desire. Words like “freedom,” “love,” “peace,” and “strength” are often used in allow
statements.2. State the opposite of how you have been reacting or coping. For example, if you
are tired of having to defend yourself to others, your allow statement might be: “I allow self-
acceptance. I allow agreement. I allow connection.”Whichever kind of allow statement you utilize,
remember to always:Breathe between each allow statement.Speak from your gut or
core.Present it as a statement, not a question.Steady your gaze as you embody direction, not
haziness.STEP SEVEN: EASEIn the last step we make an “I am” statement that completes the
CLEANSE as we become present in mind, body, and spirit—this is ease and trust. You’ve
prepped your body with step one, acknowledged your emotions (without rehashing them) in step
two, supplied yourself with energy by humming in step three, and channeled this energy toward
what you choose to create (see, feel, and allow) in steps four, five, and six. Now you are ready to
integrate these processes from something you do or see outside of yourself (perhaps the image
of a beautiful waterfall or a street with only green traffic lights) to the understanding that what you
see is you—the flow and power of a waterfall, the moving easily through a run of green lights. In
other words, we are not separate from ease, we are ease. Ease lives inside of you, not outside of
you. The seventh step provides an opportunity to strengthen your connection to who you are,
and as you do that you begin to see you are far more capable than you may have imagined
before you began the CLEANSE.Think of the Ease step as merging your “I am” with the joy
frequency:I am (state of processing your emotions) + joy (state of expansion) = onenessBeing in
a state of oneness builds a foundation of confidence, faith, and trust—not just trust in others, but
also in yourself. Living a life with ease means you are aware of your choices and you are on the
path of least resistance. Living in the “I am” means you are choosing to love unconditionally.
When you choose to feel rather than react, you are deciding to love. It is that simple. Ease is
knowing you can convert the frequency of any emotion—anger, sadness, frustration, confusion,
or anxiety—into something new: forgiveness. You no longer need to merely cope, and that is



freeing.Some Tips for Moving Through the CLEANSE ProcessAlways read the introduction to
the CLEANSE first, even if you do not think it applies to you. The stories I share are intentional,
and I’m hoping they will loosen or elicit buried emotions.Begin with the first step and follow each
in the exact sequence. Each CLEANSE takes between five and fifteen minutes. If you get
distracted—let’s say the phone rings or the dog needs to go out—take care of what you need to
do and return to where you left off.Although each CLEANSE is designed to go in order from step
one (each step builds upon the one before), they are flexible. So if you need to, you can linger on
one step, or pause, break away, and return to the process.If you are having difficulty working
through a CLEANSE, try slowing down and spending time with step one (Clear) as you may be
rushing to the other steps.Give yourself permission to take your time; this is not a race. One way
to know if you are ready for step two is when your breathing feels natural—an inhale flowing into
an exhale, not one and then the other.Keep this book handy (maybe in your car or on your
bedside table) to build your practice and so you have a tool to use whenever tough emotional
situations come up or persistent ones overwhelm you.You may choose to work with this book
day by day, page by page, one CLEANSE at a time, until you get through all 135 practices—like
a thorough emotional scrub down and purification. You might turn to a section that applies to
what is showing up in your life right this minute—something you need to process immediately
like disappointment, anger, or grief—and select that specific CLEANSE. No matter what you
choose, the most important thing is to keep at it. Everybody needs to CLEANSE something!
Make cleansing a ritual. Even if there is no particular issue, consider sitting in a special chair,
lighting a candle, or going through the steps at approximately the same time of day as you work
through the book. You never know what might arise or get digested!About EmotionsIt is possible
you may not yet be sure what it is like to truly feel an emotion. You’re not the only one! I have
taught the CLEANSE method to lots of people who have been trained since childhood to keep
emotions in check or to view them as signs that something about themselves has to be fixed or
managed rather than felt. Sometimes not feeling your feelings looks like stoicism, not wanting to
be a vulnerable, or a deep-seated sense of unworthiness. You may inwardly believe revealing or
even discussing what you feel will make you a burden or appear weak or insecure, so why
bother?I totally get it, I was there too, and now I refer to that time as my pre-CLEANSE life. You
will know you’re feeling an emotion and not squelching or labeling it when you can have a
thought (even a negative one) and not be triggered by it. Instead you will be able to witness your
thoughts and experiences without attaching to them. Should you veer from the path of feeling
your emotions (as we all do from time to time), these three points will guide you back:1.
Processing your emotions won’t hurt you, but resisting them will!2. Feel first, then if necessary,
communicate the way you feel.3. Always CLEANSE before any major decisions or actions—like
ending a relationship.4. Take your time with the CLEANSE and remember, your emotions matter
and processing them matters most.What you will experience as you move through a CLEANSE
is how thinking and talking are different from feeling. Feeling gives you energy while thinking and
talking (without awareness) tend to sap your energy or give you a temporary boost that does not



last. This is when a CLEANSE can come in handy. The CLEANSE method has taught me so
many things and has truly made a difference in my life and the lives of my friends and clients. I’m
thrilled to be able to share it with you, so welcome to the CLEANSE journey!What you resist
constricts.Part ISELF & EVERYDAY LIFEThe way I see it, is there are two versions of you—
before and after a CLEANSE. The first is in a state of reactivity and the other is calm, resilient,
and expansive.Here is what the CLEANSE has taught me: judgment is the root of all obstacles.
You see, when you tell me you have lost your voice or you feel powerless, I know there is a part
of you that is judging yourself. If you feel like others do not respect you, there is a part of you that
does not fully respect yourself. If you are surrounded by people who treat you unfairly, there is an
aspect of you that does not value yourself. This is because we are all connected—sometimes on
a conscious level, but often on a subconscious one—and the sooner we realize that, the closer
we will be to understanding what it looks and feels like to experience peace and ease in our
lives. This well-being begins with the self and radiates outward to our families, communities, and
ultimately the world.These CLEANSEs for self and everyday life address the various ways you
may be reacting to what is showing up both inside and outside of you. Your external self might be
interpreted as your identity—how you believe the world sees and labels you. Your inner self
includes the ways you respond to those perceptions, your reactions to your thoughts, as well as
the ways you manage stress, deal with your emotions, and cope with your unconscious and
conscious memories.I once asked a young client of mine what it felt like to live with labels of
obsessive-compulsive disorder, anxiety, and attention deficit hyperactivity disorder. Her
response was, “I feel validated, yet the same.” In other words, the labels helped her
communicate to others what she was feeling and going through, but it would not be until she
started her CLEANSE journey that she was able to begin to fully understand herself. While it
might seem like society has told you that you are not good enough, your feelings are wrong or
problematic, or you have to achieve more, a CLEANSE challenges you to tune inward and
discover who you truly are and what you are capable of beyond the reactivity, descriptions, and
expectations.Cleansing Self-SabotageYou lost the weight you wanted to shed only to let
unhealthy foods creep back into your diet. You have every intention of quitting smoking but still
sneak “just one” cigarette when nobody is around and can’t quite kick the habit. You know you
should extricate yourself from that destructive relationship, but you reply to texts you should
probably ignore.These are examples of self-sabotage. Think of it as a behavior that interferes
with your long-term goals. It is not as if you wake up in the morning and announce, “I am going to
sabotage myself today by calling my ex so they can make me feel bad about myself” or “I am
going to eat that pint of ice cream even though I know I’ll feel awful.” Self-sabotage usually
happens unconsciously, right? This is because habits (both good and bad) get established in
our brains.The good news is, thanks to neuroplasticity—the brain’s ability to form and reorganize
synaptic connections—you can rewire and change your brain and therefore break and redirect a
bad habit. The bottom line is bad habits are patterns of reactivity. They are ways you have
learned to suppress your emotional energy. In fact, I am going to go out on a limb and say self-



sabotage is a sign you have mastered and established a habit so well that your body actually
prefers it. Sometimes we mistake habits for our external identity: I’m a person who can’t stop
eating sweets. I’m someone who always chooses relationships with people who demean me. To
CLEANSE your attachments to old ways of reacting, so you won’t binge-eat when you are
worried or text your ex even though you know it will make you feel awful, I suggest you practice
this CLEANSE whenever self-destructive urges occur.Clear Reactivity Begin by balling your fists
really hard, scrunching your shoulders up toward your ears, and squeezing the muscles of your
face. Hold this posture for the count of one … two … three … and release. Allow the blood to
flow through the rest of your body, breathe, and move to step two.Look Inward How I feel in my
body right now is … inhale through your nose … exhale through your nose.Having these urges
makes me feel … inhale … exhale …Observing these urges in this way now makes me feel …
inhale … exhale …Emit Hum three times.Activate See it! Visualize an image of releasing,
relinquishing, or neutralizing. Perhaps a cup of watered-down coffee; the taste was so bland you
no longer wanted another sip.Nourish Feel it! Imagine placing the coffee down, brushing your
teeth so you now have a nice minty taste in your mouth, and going outside into the fresh
air.Surrender Say: “I allow fresh. I allow renewal. I allow release. I allow freedom.”Ease Say: “I am
pure. I am refreshed. I am renewed. I am love. I am whole. I am free.”Cleansing AvoidanceHave
you ever dragged your feet? Maybe you delayed showing up to a social gathering, kept
rescheduling a dental appointment, or always found a reason to skip your workout. You know it is
important to connect with friends and family, take care of those molars, or move your body, yet
you manage to postpone or ignore these activities.Maybe you keep putting off a conversation
with your partner or friend that really needs to happen? You realize it is time to tell someone how
you feel or how they hurt you, yet each time the slightest opportunity arises to communicate you
lose the courage to speak up. Buried feelings can gnaw at you, leaving you emotionally
depleted. Avoidance is a reaction, just like not choosing is a choice, but fortunately it can be
cleansed.Clear Reactivity Holding your peace-sign fingers about an inch apart, press your
fingertips directly above your navel. Be sure to sit up tall. Tilt your head side to side, your right
ear toward your right shoulder, your left ear toward your left shoulder. Breathe.Look Inward How I
feel in my body right now is … inhale through your nose … exhale through your nose.Resisting
makes me feel … inhale … exhale …When my nerves or self-doubt get in the way, it makes me
feel … inhale … exhale …Acknowledging and sharing my thoughts and feelings now makes
me … inhale … exhale …Emit Hum three times.Activate See it! Visualize a scene that evokes
joy, acceptance, applause, delight, and enthusiasm. See and hear people cheering and
celebrating you.Nourish Feel it! Imagine the vibration of the applause, how your body begins to
move upright with the encouragement.Surrender Say: “I allow courage. I allow joy. I allow
acceptance. I allow presence. I allow delight. I allow freedom.”Ease Say: “I am delight. I am
courage. I am present. I am joy. I am free.”Cleansing ExcusesHave you ever apologized for
somebody else’s actions? Maybe you tolerated a slight or insult that was inappropriate or
unacceptable? When we excuse others from taking responsibility for their own behaviors we rob



them of the opportunity to discover their capabilities and be their best selves.On the other hand,
if you are the one making excuses—meaning you are quick to apologize, you explain away your
feelings, or you tell yourself you are not capable of something—this is your chance to
acknowledge and CLEANSE these behaviors.Without a CLEANSE, excuses may redirect or
obscure emotions. While that might feel good in the short term, without the awareness you
receive from processing emotions fully you never get the chance to complete and move beyond
old ways of thinking and reacting and grow.Clear Reactivity Straighten your arms out in front of
you, turn the backs of your hands toward each other. After holding that position, move your arms
apart and sweep them to the back of your body. Interlace your fingers as best you can as you
open and extend your chest. Hold that stretch for a count of one … two … three … and
release.Look Inward How I feel in my body right now is … inhale through your nose … exhale
through your nose.When I make excuses I feel … inhale … exhale …When I catch myself
defending inappropriate behavior, it makes me feel … inhale … exhale …Seeing accountability
and managing my emotions in this way makes me feel … inhale … exhale …Emit Hum three
times.Activate See it! Visualize the act of curiosity—perhaps traveling to a place you have
always wanted to visit. Imagine what it would look like and what questions you would ask the
locals about where to eat, what to do, and which sights to see.Nourish Feel it! Experience in
your body what it is like to ask for and want to know more. You might sense a slight flutter like a
butterfly in your chest.Surrender Say: “I allow questions. I allow energy. I allow curiosity. I allow
movement. I allow strength.”Ease Say: “I am strong. I am questioning. I am curious. I am wonder.
I am energy. I am clarity. I am support. I am free.”Cleansing Self-Inflicted PressureDo you put a
lot of pressure on yourself? No matter how hard you work or what you accomplish, does it seem
like you could always do better? Or maybe you feel overwhelmed and exhausted by all your
worrisome thoughts. Perhaps you are obsessing about the future and forgetting the value of
being in the now. If so, you may want to ask yourself if you are comparing yourself to someone or
something? For example, if your neighbor paints their house, does that put pressure on you to
paint yours? Do you feel your boss won’t appreciate you if you do not work past the point of
exhaustion? Maybe you have filled your time with so many tasks and responsibilities that you
have little or no time to relax or have fun. Or maybe you have allowed others’ expectations of you
to obscure what you are realistically able to do or actually want to do. If so, it is time to
CLEANSE.Clear Reactivity Take your hands and press all your fingers together in prayer
position keeping the palms apart. Close your eyes and breathe softly through your nose …
inhaling … exhaling.Look Inward How I feel in my body right now is … inhale through your
nose … exhale through your nose.When the energy gets tight in my body, it makes me feel …
inhale … exhale …Having all this pressing on my mind now makes me feel … inhale … exhale …
Emit Hum three times.Activate See it! Visualize a scene that evokes lightness, loosening, calm,
relief, and freedom.Nourish Feel it! Imagine loosening a tight lid on a bottle. Perhaps it is a
refreshing bottle of cool water. Remove the cap and imagine what it would be like to drink it
now.Surrender Say: “I allow relief. I allow loosening. I allow freedom. I allow calm.”Ease Say: “I



am love. I am joy. I am calm. I am safe. I am free.”
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Elizabeth Hamilton-Guarino, “Transformational!. This book will transform the way you see and
respond to your emotions. I would definitely recommend a hard copy, as you are going to want to
be able to use it as a daily practice. Highly recommend! - Elizabeth Hamilton-Guarino, author of
The Change Guidebook & CEO of The Best Ever You Network”

Jana L Short, “Inspirational and a powerful practice of self-help and love!. I was pleasantly
surprised by this book and learning some tools to help me cleanse emotionally on a daily basis
and start feeling more. Cleansing abandonment was so powerful for me! I was surprised to find
that I was even still carrying around all that baggage.Overall this book is inspiring, motivational
and an amazing tool to help you move forward and get out of your stuck! This book is so well
written, and I am a super huge fan after reading it. I honesty was thinking who I would be
recommending it to and that answer is to you! enjoy the journey!”

K. Beecher, “Valuable tips and tools for lasting healing.. I was fortunate enough to receive an
advanced copy of this book and I’m so glad I did. Sherianna Boyle is an amazing healer, author
and speaker. This book is appropriate for people very knowledgeable about mental health,
trauma healing and mindbody connection as well as beginners. Check it out. You will refer to it
again and again! - Katie Beecher, Medical Intuitive. Author of Heal from Within: A Guidebook to
Intuitive Healing.”

Robert Mack, “Emotional Detox For Your Life!. If you’re looking for a phenomenal, incredibly
practical book to enhance your subjective well-being, increase your emotional regulation, and
deepen your overall experience of authentic peace and true happiness, you’ll want to check out
Emotional Detox!It’s clear and concise, yet comprehensive enough to cover hundreds of specific
situations. It’s educational, enlightening, and inspiring, yet entertaining enough to keep your
attention.Plus, this book provides enough variety to offer something of true, immeasurable value
to everybody, both beginners and experts alike.What’s more, this book’s insights and
recommendations are grounded in both empirical science and the author’s lived experience. As
a result, it offers a perfect balance of thoughtful but soulful, heart-centered guidance.If you, like
most of us, feel like you need a real, thorough, and effective emotional, energetic, and/or
vibrational cleansing, check out Sherianna Boyle’s Emotional Detox.It’s well worth the read!”

Emily A. Francis, “Sherianna Boyle is one to Read!!!. This book knocks it out of the park. It is
exactly what we all need right now to handle our emotions in a healthier way. Easy to follow and
broken into small steps, this book is one that should be kept next to the bed to read daily pieces.”

Reviewer, “Audible version. I like the audio version because it gives quick access to the
individual exercises anywhere. Boyle's cleanses are like guided meditations, breath work, and



affirmations all rolled into one. Note, the narrator reads through each exercise as written, but this
is a quicker pace (2-3 min) than they should be performed (5-15 min), so I pause the audio while
performing each step. 5 stars for a handy resource!”

Shannon, “Essential for Shifting Emotions. I love Sherianna's work and this book is one of my
favorites of hers. The cleanses are easy to do but essential for shifting emotions holding me
back. Thankful for teaching and this guide.”

BookWorm, “Incredible practices. We all need to connect and center ourselves. It can be so hard
to know what to do and how to do it. This book is a great guide to slow down and release. Thank
you!”

The book by Sherianna Boyle has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 18 people have provided feedback.
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